




Many drug prevention campaigns aim to scare, frighten, disturb, 
upset,  

They threaten, warn of the dangers, speak of terrible consequences. 

They lecture and hector, they tell young people what to think. 

They ignore what young people already know. They try to manipulate. 

They do not take account of how sensible (most) young people are – 
and how most young people do not try illegal drugs 

They ignore parents. They ignore the family, schools  and the 
community 

They forget about the most dangerous drugs – alcohol and tobacco  

Drug prevention needs to be improved 



Drug Prevention Campaigns 

• They are visible to the general public and can 
reach large audiences 

• Politicians and the Public like them because it 
seems ‘Something is Being Done!’ 

• Most of them need improvement 

• I can show you clips that will illustrate my points! 

This 
presentation 
focuses  on 

media 
campaigns, 

because: 

Just remember that there are many other kinds of prevention, and that 
media campaigns have only limited evidence of effectiveness. 

To be most effective, media campaigns need to link to other kinds of drug 
prevention  



In this presentation, we will see some 
examples of poor-quality campaigns… 

I will give some suggestions for 
improving campaigns… 

And show you some examples of 
better campaigns. 



The example that everyone quotes of a bad campaign… 



Why is it bad? 

It’s a silly analogy (brains are not eggs, frying pans are not drugs) 

Drugs don’t ‘fry your brain’ 

There is no subtlety 

There are no suggestions for action (‘what should I do?’) 

There is nothing in it for parents 

Etc. etc. 



Another scary example: 



Those are old. But this is more recent: from the 

Montana Meth Project 



It’s claimed that frightening young people is 

effective in preventing them from using drugs 



“… teenage meth use in Montana has declined since the Meth 

Project’s ad campaign was launched in 2005. …. However… meth use 

was dropping for at least 6 years prior to the launch of the ad 

campaign.” (Wikipedia) 

In 2008, Prevention Science  published a critical review of the campaign, 

finding that: “the Meth Project's own data suggests that exposure to 

the… ads may lead to an increase in the percentage of teenagers who 

believe that taking meth is socially acceptable and not dangerous.” This 

is the so-called 'boomerang' effect. (Wikipedia) 

 



A different approach: 

Encourage young people to say:  

“No!” to drugs 

Without scaring them 



Nancy Reagan and Clint Eastwood in (I think) 1987  



But this isn’t much better. It says only that you should say 
‘No!’; it doesn’t help young people to actually say ‘No!’ 

But later ‘Just Say: No!’  campaigns tried to 
help young people say the right thing. 





But it’s unrealistic. 

Here’s a more realistic advertisment from another USA Campaign, called 
‘Above the Influence’  

I like this Campaign – it has a lot of strong points 



‘I smoked weed [marijuana], and nobody died’ 



Let’s try some positive messages 



Some amusing messages 



And this one has a strong and important message 



Humour is important - partly because humour 
is how “our favourite drug” is marketed  



So, one of the most important things that we 
can teach young people is how to resist the 
power of drug-promoting industries 



Prevention initiatives must be innovative, and keep up with new 
technology (e.g. phone apps) and with changing youth culture 



Key Points 

Drug Prevention is difficult 

Many efforts have been 
made to use the media 

effectively 

Most of these efforts have 
been ineffective or even 

counter-productive 

We need to keep trying!  



Achieving Positive Outcomes from a Campaign 

• Identify the target group of the Campaign very precisely  

• Base the Campaign on sound theory and science 

• Develop the Campaign with formative research 

• The target group receive adequate exposure over a long-
enough period  

• Include Parents 

• Connect the Campaign to existing programmes 

(adapted from UNODC) 

Don’t break the Hippocratic Oath: your campaign should do no harm 



Thanks for your attention 

Richard Ives 

richard@educari.com 

(from Moldova) 


